Slow write

Sentence 1 - A sentence describing the Taino people being alerted to the incoming ships, that includes a fronted adverbial phrase (Use Mrs Ed Ing Ly to help!)

Ideas on how to start - Blaring, Deafening, Ruining, Jumping, Shocked, Startled

Sentence 2 - A short sentence for impact. This could be a rhetorical question.

Sentence 3 - A complex sentence that uses an expanded noun phrase and brackets with extra information.

Top tip - remember, your sentence should still make sense if the information in the brackets wasn’t there.

Sentence 4 - A sentence which includes an embedded relative clause - a relative clause starts with a relative pronoun such as which, who, whose, which or that. Remember to put your commas around your relative clause.

Ideas -

- , who sailed with confidence,
- , whose sails waved in the gentle breeze,
- , that grew closer which each strike of the oar,

Sentence 5 - A sentence that starts with a subordinate clause. Remember to use a comma to separate the clauses.

Subordinate conjunctions you could start with - Although, Despite, Due to, While, When, If.

Sentence 6 and 7 - Two short sentences for impact - these could be rhetorical questions.

Sentence 8 - A sentence which includes a co-ordinating conjunction to extend the sentence further.

Sentence 9 and 10 - Introduce some speech to your work - a conversation between two people. Remember to start a new line for a new speaker.
Blaring into my ears, my father sounded the emergency horn. What was this? Running for our lives, we jumped behind the thick, thorny bushes (that were normally such a fun place to play), wondering if our tranquil lives would ever be the same again. The giant eagles, which seem to have appeared as if by magic, came closer and closer to our precious island. Although they approached an unknown land, their magnificent flags flew as if they had already won the war. Was it a war? Were we to fight? Holding my hand against my chest to try to stop myself from shaking, I looked to my calm mother and she quietly put her hand onto my knee. "It's ok," she whispered, "Everything will be ok." "But how do you know?" I whispered back.